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don't know how XYZ works / 

what ABC is"
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You can make more money 
managing windows clusters, 

at the expense of your 
sanity

- theskorm
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It's ok to fail. It truly is the only 
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Thanks!

● LGnome                                                                          
● SimonSapin                                                                      
● asajeffrey                                                                      
● bitwiseman                                                                      
● glasnt                                                                          
● graydon_pub                                                                     
● jjasghar                                                                        
● onoforpono                                                                      
● pastcompute                                                                     
● richburroughs                                                                   
● rjw1                                                                            
● theskorm                                                                        
● tveastman  
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